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HELLO! 

Welcome to the Detective Trail  
Mürren. We are thrilled that you are 

joining us on an adventure full of  
riddles and mystery. Below you will  

find an explanation of how the  
Detective Trail works. 

Detective Trail Mürren
TOP OF FAMILY

Grütschalp–Mürren
Opening hours 
May 19th, 2019 – October 20st, 2019

Level of difficulty: 

If you have problems, questions  
or responses, just call us at  
+41 (0)33 856 86 86 or info@muerren.swiss

Presented by:

How it works
Welcome to the Detective Trail Mürren, a product of the Jungfrau Region in 
cooperation with Mürren Tourism and Jungfrau Railways.

Solve the mystery, find the treasure and get your little instant prize. Go to the 
starting point for the treasure hunt (Start). The first mystery is waiting for you 
there. Then follow the directions for the path. You will be directed to various 
posts along the route where new mysteries await you and you solve them 
based on the clues left at each location.  A treasure chest is waiting at the 
end of the trail. The code for opening the treasure chest is put together from 
the solutions of the individual mysteries. If the treasure chest opens you can 
take the instant prize inside (as many prizes as participants).

Key dates 

Business hours:  
May 19th, 2019 –  October 20st, 2019.  
Until Friday, May 31th, open from:  
8:30AM–12:00 PM | 1:00PM–5:15 PM. 
Staring on June 1th, open from:  
08:30 AM –7:30 PM 
You should reach the objective in this  
time frame. The prize can only be retrieved  
during this time.  

Distance: about 5 km

Duration: about 2h25min (without breaks)  – 4h 
(with breaks)

Start: Grütschalp (The Grütschalp can be reached 
by cable car (BLM) from Lauterbrunnen. First drive 
from Lauterbrunnen at 06:13 AM. Timetable at 
jungfrau.ch/winteregg-muerren)

End: Alpines Sportzentrum Mürren (last trip  
Mürren–Grütschalp–Lauterbrunnen 7:58 PM  
from Mürren, alternate return via Stechelberg  
(see schedule)

Tools needed: The trail is stroller-friendly.
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 Start 
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INFO
The questions  about the mystery can be found on pages 11–13.

 Continue 
out of the forest 

until you reach the 
two wooden 
benches. 

 

Cross the 

rail line and run 

up the steep path  

to a sign that will 

point the way. 

 Route Description 
 

Follow the 

route descriptions. 

Every place where you 

see the word “MYSTERY” 

you will find a mystery 

waiting for you. You will find 

the first mystery right at 

the starting point.

MYSTERY

 1 

MYSTERY

 2 
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Continue until you reach a large wooden house on the right side. 

 
Continue out of the forest until you reach the two wooden benches. 

MYSTERY

 3 

MYSTERY

 4 
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The next 

post is again next 

to a large wooden 

house. Continue along 

the path until you reach 

the large house on  

the left.   
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Go past the 

house along its left 

side, continuing along 

the path by which you  

got there. The next post is 

along a curve where a 

stream crosses under 

the path.  

MYSTERY

 5 

MYSTERY

 6 
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Go back across the bridge and take the path that goes to the left. At the first fork after the chair lift for “Winteregg” turn left. Stop about  40m before you reach the trees.

MYSTERY

 7 

MYSTERY

 8 

MYSTERY

 9 
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Continue 

along the path. 

Cross two streams. 

After the second stream 

you will find a bench on 

the left. Sit there and 

enjoy the wonderful 

view.
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Continue along the path which runs right next to the railroad tracks. A few meters after the curve you 

will reach a shelter with two benches. The next post is there. 

 
Continue 

along the path and 

the rail line. The next 

post starts at the small 

shed that is located right 

next to the railroad 

tracks.  

MYSTERY

 10 

MYSTERY

 12 

MYSTERY

 11 
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Continue 

along the path. 

The next post is 

next to a yellow 

“Mürren” sign.
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The path will continue along the railroad 

tracks. Stop only at 
the next railroad crossing.  

 
Continue 

along the path by 

which you came. It is now 

paved. You can already see 

the first houses of Mürren.  

Go on until you reach the 

large square in front of the 

train station building.

MYSTERY

 13 

MYSTERY

 14 
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Have you  

seen the chamois 

goats? Follow the path 

which goes upward in front of 

the hotel. After you have passed 

the underpass of a large hotel, 

you will see the Sportzentrum 

Mürren. Go into the main 

entrance. 

Calculate code and enter the code  
in the number lock. Find the formula for 
code calculation after the puzzles.

 The end  

 Congratulations!  

You have finished the trail!  

Go to the treasure chest that is located 

in the Sportzentrum Mürren. You can figure 

out the code with the help of the formulas that you 

find in connection with the mysteries. If the treasure 

chest opens, you can take the gift inside  (max. one gift 

per trail purchased. If there are not enough prizes, contact  

the personnel). 

From the Sportzentrum you can either go back to the 

Mürren BLM train station and take the train from there 

back to Grütschalp and from there take the aerial 

railway to Lauterbrunnen or you can hike through 

Mürren and then take the Schilthorn railway to 

Stechelberg. You can find the route to the 

Schilthorn railway using the pictures 
below. 

MYSTERY

 15 

MYSTERY

 16 
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These 

pictures 

show the route 

to the Schilthorn 

railway.
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 Mystery 
MySTERy 1 – You see before you a  
wonderful Alpine panorama. What is the  
elevation of Mountain Station Männlichen?  
Note the last number in the stated elevation  

Your answer 

MySTERy 2 – The outing goes on to Mürren. 
How long does the trek to Mürren take? 
There are two times given. Take the shorter 
marching time. Note the first number. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 3 – What species of tree did you 
see the most of on your route? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 = Maple  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 = Beech  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3 = Fir

Your answer 

MySTERy 4 – When you sit down on a 
bench you will see a town through the trees, 
directly in front of you, on the other side  
of the valley. What’s the name of the town?  
A clue: The finish line for the famous Lauber-
horn Ski Race is in this town. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 = Interlaken | 2 = Grindelwald 
3 = Wengen | 4 = Mürren

Your answer 

MySTERy 5 – What sort of animals live here 
during the summer months? 
 
1 = Chickens | 2 = Cows | 3 = Cats

Your answer 

MySTERy 6 – The Staubbach in Lauter- 
brunnental is world-famous. Lower down in 
the valley the harmless little brook turns into 
a  297m high water fall (see picture below). 
What number is on the Climate Guide-Board?  
Note the number only. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 7 – You are now standing in  
front of the Alpine Dairy, the “Alpkäserei” of 
Staubbach. In the summer months you can 
buy butter, yoghurt or cheese in the dairy. 
Look for the number on the photo. There are 
two other digits with the number. Note the 
last of these two numbers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 8 – The cowbells depicted above 
are hidden on the playground behind the 
Winteregg restaurant (see picture). Find them 
and note the number of bells (only the bells  
at this location). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 
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 Mystery 
MySTERy 9 – Look to the other side of 
the valley. You see the Lauberhorn in front 
of you. What is the name of the famous ski 
jump (the marked location on the first photo) 
of the Lauberhorn Ski Competition that the 
professional skiers daringly race down every 
year? If you don’t know it, look at the second 
picture on the map.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 = Russisprung 
2 = Minschkante 
3 = Hundschopf

Your answer 

MySTERy 10 – On this bench you have a 
wonderful view. If you go a bit further forward 
you will find the section of the picture on 
image 2. The picture does not exactly match 
reality, though. What was changed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 = Mountains 
2 = Mast 
3 = Railroad tracks

Your answer 

MySTERy 11 – On the left side, right next to 
the railroad tracks, you can see the old signal 
man’s shed. Right in front of the shed there 
is an electric power pole with the number 
“20” stamped on a white plaque. Count all 
of the poles in the direction of Mürren to the 
next railroad crossing (all of them before the 
railroad crossing). The pole with the number 
20 is the first pole. Note the number of poles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 12 – Here you have another 
wonderful view of the mountain peaks Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau. Which of these  
giants is the highest, at 4,158m?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 = Eiger 
2 = Mönch 
3 = Jungfrau

Your answer 

MySTERy 13 – Find the stones on the  
picture and count them. If each stone weig-
hed 20 kilogrammes, how much would  
they weigh altogether? Note the first digit  
of the number you get.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 
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You can calculate your code using the formula below.  
If the treasure chest opens you can take the gift inside (a maximum of  
as many gifts as persons who participated). Should there be  
too few prizes in the treasure chest, please inform the personnel. 

Digit 1: Smallest number from the  answers 1 to 4

Digit 2: Largest number from the answers 5 to 9

Digit 3: Smallest number from the answers 10 to 14

Digit 4: answer 15 + answer 16

Digit 1 Digit 2 Digit 3 Digit 4
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MySTERy 14 – Look for the signs that you 
see on the photo. There are two blue signs 
and one red one. What number is on the red 
sign next to the arrow pointing down? Note 
the number after the comma.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 15 – How many churches are there 
in Mürren? Note the number. Additionally, if 
you stand on the square with the Sir Arnold 
Lunn Monument next to the wall and you look 
down, you might see a wild chamois. They 
often come to graze here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your answer 

MySTERy 16 – The Sportzentrum Mürren 
offers a wide range of services. What does 
the Sportzentrum not offer? 
 
1 = Spa fitness 
2 =Children’s play area 
3 = Bowling alley  
4 = Tourist information

Your answer 

 Calculation of the code for the treasure chest 


